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One of the rrost striking features of agricultural research in
developing countries over the past decade has been the growth of the
fanning systems approach.

This has led to a wide array of research

projects and programs which share a systems Perspective, as researchers
have

C<JIre

to accept the :i.rrqx>rtance of understanding the carq;>lex set of

circumstances that affect fanner decision-making.

But attention to

fanning systems has yet to produce a camon methodology for doing
agricultural

research.

Although rrost agricultural

research with

a

systems Perspective is organized around a set of stages (e. g., diagnosis,
planning, experi.Irentation,. evaluation, and recanrendation), the exact
procedures to be used at each stage are still a matter of debate.
paper examines

Sate

This

of the criteria and options relevant to the selection

of procedures for the diagnostic phase.

Because diagnosis is the initial phase of on-fann research
is particularly :i.rrqx>rtant that it be carried out canpetently.

1../

it
But

because the purpose of on-fann research is to provide recarmendations for
fanners, it is also :i.rrqx>rtant that the diagnosis be done as quickly and
efficiently as possible, so that researchers can concentrate on the
design, managerrent and analysis of the on-fann experiments that will be
the principal sources of information for deriving those recanrendations.
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This paper is based on experiences derived fran the developrent and
execution of a class of production research with a fanning systems
perspective called on-fam research (OPR). An overview of OPR is
presented in Byerlee, et al. (1982), and further details will be
found in - - -

Choice of diagnostic procedures is thus subject to considerations of both
accuracy and efficiency.

DIAGNOSIS
Before examining the various alternatives available for carrying out
a diagnosis, it will be best to review the goals of this stage of on-fann
research.

Whatever techniques are chosen, they I1U1st fulfill certain

criteria if they are to be of maxi.murn utility to subsequent stages of
Diagnosis in OFR is carried out in order to: describe key

research.
elerrents

of

the

fanning

system1

identify

Particular

problems

and

practices which offer opportunities for investigation1 understand the
constraints

that

fanrers

face

in

relation

to

these

problems

and

practices1 and test the feasibility of possible solutions.

There are two features of these diagnostic goals that are worthy of
note.

First, they i.nply a narrowing of focus as the diagnosis proceeds.

Although the initial phase of diagnosis may enbrace a wid,e range of
topics, attention is soon focused on a li.mited nurrber of enterprises and
problems which rrerit careful description.

The description soon leads to

the

a

identification

and

analysis

of

relatively

few

research

opportunities, and these in tum call for a consideration of p:::lssible
interventions in the context of the system under study.

The infonnation

provided by a good diagnosis leads to the design and execution of an
on-fann experirrental program, and a feedback of infonnation to experirrent
station researchers, airred at the resolution of high priority problems.

The

second

feature

of

these

2

diagnostic

goals

is

their

interrelatedness.

The choice of the elem:mts of the system to be

described rests in large part on judgerrents about research opportunities.
Designation of research opp::>rtunities,
understanding

of

the· rationale

for

in tum,
famers'

relies both on an
practices

and

on

a

familiarity with the types and limitations of new technological solutions
that can be brought to bear on a Particular problem.

Although these

elerrents are closely related to each other, it will be helpful to examine
each one seParately in a bit rrore detail, in order to further understand
the purpose of a diagnosis.

Description
One of the primary goals of the diagnosis is the description of the
relevant aSPects of the fanning system (s) under consideration.
aSPeCts"

are

opportunities.

those

that

have

a

bearing

on

important

"Relevant
research

There is often a terrptation to try to describe all the

elerrents of the system, on the theory that they are going to be related,
directly or indirectly,

to the problems that require investigation.

Although this strategy reSPeCts the logic of the systems approach, it is
not the rrost efficient way of exploiting the insights which a farming
systems perSPective brings to agricultural research.

What the farming

systems perSPective does is to tell the researcher that any problem
identified cannot be understood in isolation;

the challenge

is to

identify those aSPects of the farming system that interact in iIrportant
ways with the primary production problems and include them in the
description.

To

illustrate this point we will make reference to an area on the
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north coast of Honduras, where shifting cuItivation is practiced and
where an on-fann research program was initiated.

A diagnosis was carried

out: to orient a research program for rainy season crops.

The diagnosis

focused on maize and rice (the major rainy season crops), and little
effort was SPent at describing minor crops (cassava, bananas, coffee) or
the major dry season crop (beans) once researchers were certain that
there were no significant interactions (such as carpetition for land or
labor) between these and the target crops.

Not only did the description include only two crops, but not all
aSPects

of

description.

the

production

of

these

In the case of maize,

received little attention.

crops

were

for instance,

included

in

the

several elerrents

Conversations with fanners and observations

in their fields indicated that insect damage was not a serious problem,
so little effort was sPent on looking at insects.
seemed to present few problems,

Similarly, harvest

so there was no need for a detailed

description of harvest practices.

On the other hand, land preParation, weed control, and fertility all

appeared as possible candidates for :i.rrproving productivity, so much nore
attention was given to these aspects of the system.

Identifying Opportunities for Investigation
It is relatively easy to find problems with fanners'
practices,

but

this

is

only

opportunities for investigation.

the

first

step

tCMards

production
identifying

That is, many of the problems that are

identified are minor, not a:rrenable to solution over the short run, or
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interact strongly with other aspects of the system which themselves may
present nore irrportant opportunities.

In the Honduras case, for instance, insect control in maize could
have been inproved, but it caused only minor losses in production.
Famers used no chemical fertilizer, but a consideration of the high
costs of the products (and of transport into this isolated area) caused
researchers to postpone work on fertilizer.

Plant spacing appeared to be

inadequate, but it was realized that this was related to rrethods of weed
control

and

fertility;

thus

plant

spacing

by

itself was

not

an

opportunity, although it did offer possibilities when carbined with other
research priorities.

The identification of opportunities during diagnosis also proceeds

in conjunction with the delineation of recamendations danains.
recamendation

danain

circumstances

and

is

are

a

group

eligible

of
for

famers
the

who

sane

share

Y

A

similar

recarrcenda.tion.

Opportunities, and hence danains, may vary within a research area.

In

the Honduras case, a cover crop of velvet beans appeared as a possibility
for maintaining fertility, controlling weeds, and intensifying the system
by allCMing several years of continuous maize cropping.

But this was

only an opportunity for famers who owned their land; renters would not
be willing to invest in such a long-tenn inproverrent unless they had
security of tenure.

There were thus two recamendation danains with

reSPect to this opportunity.

27

For further infonnation on recamendation danains, see Harrington
and Tripp.
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Understanding Farmers' COnstraints
A particular problem carmot really be called an opportunity until
researchers understand what the causes of the problem are.

In Honduras,

for exanple, it was obvious that weed control in maize was inadequate.
But improved weed control could not be considered as an opportunity
without an analysis of weed control within the fanning system.

It may

be, for instance, that famers left weeds in their maize fields to be
used as fodder,

or as a neans of erosion control.

In this case,

experi.Irentation with nnre efficient weed control methods would be
inappropriate, at least until alternative means of dealing with famers'
constraints (need for fodder, erosion control) were devised.

The diagnosis in Honduras, however, shOW'ed that nnst famers were

using both herbicides and hand labor to weed their ma.ize.

Their chemical

weed control was inadequate, both with respect to products and timing,
and they also faced a labor shortage at weeding time.

It thus became

clear that experi.Irentation withalternative methods of chemical weed
control was indeed an opportunity for investigation.

Testing Possible Solutions
Not only is the identification of research opportunities linked to
an understanding of the ,fanning system, it also depends on a knOW'ledge of
possible technological 031ternatives.

That is, researchers IIU1St consider

the balance between the severity of a problem and the availability of
technology.

In the case of insect control, researchers realized, that

losses

to

due

insects were

relatively minor and that

inexpensive

insecticides were not available; thus insect control was not a priority.
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In weed control, it appeared that there were m::>re efficient
In weed control, it appeared that there were m::>re efficient
herbicides available and that these would indeed offer opportunities for
herbicides available and that these would indeed offer opportunities for
investigation. Researchers however looked at both the experience of
investigation. Researchers however looked at both the experience of
those fanrers who were using different herbicides, and at the
those fanrers who were using different herbicides, and at the
availability of back pack sprayers in the countryside, to test the
availability of back pack sprayers in the countryside, to test the
feasibility of their proposed i.rrproverrents.
feasibility of their proposed i.rrproverrents.
SUntnary and Perspectives
SUrttnary and Perspectives

A diagnosis in on-farm research serves several interralated
A diagnosis in on-farm research serves several interralated
purposes. Because these are interrelated, the diagnosis must take them
purPOses. Because these are interrelated, the diagnosis must take them
all into account si.ml;J..taneously.
Choice of topics for description
all into account si.ml;J..taneously.
Choice of topics for description
dePends on the research Opportunities identified, for instance, and these
dePends on the research Opportunities identified, for instance, and these
opportunities in turn dePend on an assessrrent of the feasibility of
opportunities in turn dePend on an assessrrent of the feasibility of
technological alternatives.
technological alternatives.
A diagnosis must be rigorous, but it also must conform to the
A diagnosis must be rigorous, but it also must conform to the
resource constraints of national research programs, which have neither
resource constraints of national research programs, which have neither
the ti..rre nor m::>ney to wait for elaborate studies to be canpleted and
the ti..rre nor m::>ney to wait for elaborate studies to be canpleted and
analyzed. Thus neither a broadbrush survey which provides only a general
analyzed. Thus neither a broadbrush survey which provides only a general
description (e.g., "The fanrers are pcx:>r, have no access to credit, and
description (e.g., "The fanrers are poor, have no access to credit, and
grCM maize and beans") or an exercise in detailed description (e. g. ,
grCM maize and beans") or an exercise in detailed description (e. g. ,
"Fanrers average 23.6 man-hours per hectare weeding their millet") are
"Fanrers average 23.6 man-hours per hectare weeding their millet") are
appropriate.
appropriate.
A diagnosis is
A diagnosis is
OFR is an iterative
OFR is an iterative
initial diagnosis.
initial diagnosis.

carried out in order to get experi..rrentation started.
carried out in order to get experi..rrentation started.
process, and not all issues can be resolved with an
process, and not all issues can be resolved with an
After experi..rrentation has begun, special studies may
After experi..rrentation has begun, special studies may
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be carried out to examine particularly difficult problems.
paPer we are

But in this

silrply considering the type of diagnosis necessary to

initiate an experiIrental program.

With these requirem:mts in mind, we nCM turn to consider alternative
procedures for carrying out a diagnosis.

The three procedures are the

infonnal survey (or sondeo), the sequence of an infonnal follCMed by a
fonnal survey, and a carbination of the infonnal and fonnal surveys.

THE INFORMAL SURVEY

The use of

infonnal survey techniques in developnent work has

increased rapidly in the last faN years, reflecting interest in "rapid
rural appraisal" (•.•.• )

In on-fann research, much attention has been

given to the sondeo, a type of infonnal survey developed by IcrA, the
Guatemalan Institute of Agricultural Research (Hildebrand).

IcrA found

that the tine required to plan and execute fonnal diagnostic surveys,
canbined with the expense of analysis, made them of limited
on-fann research.

~tility

in

For this reason, they turned to nore rapid diagnostic

techniques, which led to the developnent of the sondeo.

The sondeo is

nonnally the only diagnostic technique used to plan experiIrentation in
Guatemala.

When we speak of sondeos, we will thus refer to a type of

infonnal survey which stands on its

CMIl.

In CDoMYT' s OPR procedures, an infonnal survey mayor may not stand
on its

CMIl.

Experience has shcMn. that although there are instances where

an infonnal survey is sufficient, there are many cases where a fonnal
survey is very useful for doing an adequate job of plarming experiIrents.
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This section will discuss info:rmal suxveys; it will refer to the
CnMYT-type info:rmal suxvey, as either the only diagnostic technique for
planning experiIrents, or in carbination with a fo:rmal suxvey.

In the

first instance, we will assume that this is the equivalent of a sondeo.

The value of info:rmal suxveying is nCfW generally recognized.

Even

if researchers wish to carry out a fo:rmal suxvey, they must first SPend
sane time in the area, observing problems first-hand and talking with
farrrers, in order to get an idea about i.rrportant topics and variables to
be included in a questionnaire.

There are several requirarents for the

~

execution of a good info:rmal suxvey.

First, the info:rmal suxvey should be multidisciplinary.
opportunity

to

explore

different viewpoints.

fanrers'

problems

and

practices

Relatively senior scientists

~ld

It is an
fran many

Participate,

and there should be a constant interchange of ideas and observations
between disciplines (see Hildebrand for llDre details).

Second, the info:rmal suxvey should be carried out according to a set
of guidelines.
(COllinson,
info:rmal

These guidelines may be rather broad to begin with

1982), but they are quickly refined and focused as the
survey

progresses.

Researchers

should

conscientiously

refonnulate their guidelines before each new day of surveying.

37

This discussion assumes that researchers have first reviewed the
secondary data available for the area and have talked with local
extension agents and others in the area.
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Third, the survey should be ti.rred so that observations can be taken
on the crop.

Wherever possible, conversations should be carried out with
This rreans that agronanists will have to decide

famers in their fields.

on the opti.nuJm tine for an infonnal survey in order to take observations.

Finally, it rust be reiterated that the infonnal survey has several
goals.

Even if it is to be followed by a fonnal survey, the object is

not rrere description.
explanations

It must provide opportunities for investigation,

regarding

the

carpranises

that

famers make

in their

production practices, as well as explore the feasibility of possible
SOlutions.

FORMAL SURVEY

There

are

tines

when

an

infonnal

survey

provides

sufficient

/

infonnation to begin experirrentation.
a

clear

understanding

of

the

The survey in these cases provides

problems

that

famers

face,

the

opportunities for inproving production, and the technological carponents
that are nost pranising.

But in many other instances researchers

carplete an infornal survey still uncertain of the best directions for
research.

The nore

carplicated the

fanning

system,

and

the nore

potential recamendation danains in the area, the nore likely this is to
be the case.

In such cases one might imagine that a longer period of tine spent
at the infonnal survey might be the rerredy.

If researchers talked to

even nore famers, they would get a clearer picture of the research area.
But there are limits to the tine that can be invested in an infornal
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survey, and weaknesses in the informal survey for providing a clear
description of a canplicated system.

'!Wo of the principal weaknesses are

in sarrpling and quantification.

Relatively Iittle attention is given to sarrpling in an informal
survey.

We are reminded by Chambers ( •••. ) of the many possible biases

that may characterize the visits of researchers to the countryside,
leading to what he calls

"devel~t

tourism".

Researchers IlUlst be

conscious of these biases, and work to counteract them.

Working with

maps of the area, researchers can try to visit representative sites, off
the beaten path.

They may even try to devise sare rough saIIt'ling schare

for- talking to fanrers, deciding to visit every tenth farner encountered
along a certain path, for instance. But there are limits to this type of
sarrpling in an informal survey , especially as one of the principal
advantages of the informal survey is precisely its flexibility and
spontaneity, its ability to allow researchers to follow their instincts
and interests.

Many tines as well,

researchers in an informal survey

will find it useful to talk to unrepresentative . (e.g.

particularly

knowledgable or articulate) fanrers, or to groups of fanrers. It is thus
difficult to be very precise about saIIt'ling in an informal interview.

Related to the problem of saIIt'ling is that of quantification.

The

nature of the interviewing process in the informal survey makes it
difficult to quantify results.
this.

Again, there are ways of trying to rerredy

More structured interviews might be atterrpted, with records kept

of responses to a set of questions;

or a content analysis of the

interviews might be carried out· (Shaner, et al., p. 284).
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But these tend

to slCM dCMn and limit what should be a set of free-flCMing conversations
with famers and observations in their fields.

In the rrethodology used

by ICI'A. ( ••• ) it is assurred that fann records, which are begun with the
experirrentation, will provide quantitative infonnation.

This may be

true, but this infonnation is obviously not available for the planning of
that experinentation.

It is also questionable if fann records are the'

ltDst efficient way of either identifying relevant data or of collecting
it.

if
For these reasons

it is often helpful to follCM an infonnal survey

with a short, well-focused fonnal survey, using a questionnaire and a
statistical

sample.

If

the

infonnal

survey

has

been

done

well,

researchers should be left with a limited set of issues to be dealt with
via a questionnaire.

The fonnal interview should take between 30-60

minutes, and the survey should concentrate on qualitative data.

Sample

sizes of 30-35 famers per recam:endation danain are usually adequate.
SUch surveys can be rapidly analyzed, if needs be by hand, and the
infonnation ready for planning experirrents within a short tine.

We shall return to the example of the research program in northern
Honduras to provide an example of the uses of a fonnal survey.

Table 1

surrmarizes selected infonnation fran an infonnal survey done in the area,
and COlt'pares relevant infonnation fran the fonnal survey.

Footnote re fann records for ltDnitoring and evaluation - there are
alternatives - See Martinez and Saine
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Give rrore precise
infonnation

58% of the fanrers say they are
busiest at weeding tine. 39% say
that the reason they don't plant
rrore maize is because of scarcity
of land; 50% say cash shortage
and 11% say shortage of labor
'!'usa Morada is planted by 56% of
the famers; olotillo is planted by

3. The principal labor shortage
cares at planting tine;
this restricts the anount of
land that can be cultivated

4. The principal maize varieties
that fanrers plant are: tusa
rrorada, olatillo, and
smtetico

52% of the fanrers are renting land

69% use a post-errergence herbicide;
of these, 84% use 2,4-D. Of those
who use 2,4-D 63% apply it 22-30
days after planting. This is
follCMed by a hand weeding; in 48%
of the cases 11-20 days after
applying 2,4-D
87% of the fanrers who use 2,4-D,
but 0% of the fanrers who use
paraquat, have to do a hand weeding
67% of the fanrers rent sprayers,
but there is no relationship
between sprayer rental and tine of
application
IIrp:>ssible to estimate exact dose of
2,4-D

5. Sane fanrers rent their land

6. Many fanrers use herbicides
to control weeds in maize

7. Many fanrers use herbicides
to control weeds in maize

8. Sane fanrers rent backpack
sprayers to apply herbicide

9. The exact dose of 2, 4-D is
quite variable

Not appropriate for
fonnaT sw:vey

,,

Test hypotheses

Quantify

,,

COntradict infonnal
sw::vey

67% of famers plant rice before
June; 80% of fanrers plant maize
June or July

2. Fanrers begin planting maize
after planting rice

19%

Confirm infonnal survey

(No questions on fertilizer
in fonnal sw::vey)

1. No fanrers use fertilizer on
their maize

Contribution of Fonnal
survey
Question not required

Fonnal Sw:vey Result

Infonnal Sw:vey Result

Table 1. A C<?nparison of Infonnal and Fonnal survey Results in Northern Honduras

(1)

Infonnation not required:

If researchers are confident of certain

types of infonnation, or feel that it is irrelevant to possible
research opportunities, questions on these subjects should not be
included on the questionnaire.
found no

f~rs

In the infonnal survey researchers

using chemical fertilizer, so they did not include

questions on fertilization practices on the questionnaire.

(2-3)Confinn or refute inpressions fran the infonnal survey:

Often the

results of the fonnal survey sinply confinn the results of the
infonnal survey, but at ti.rres they contradict them.

In the Honduras

case, rrost farrcers indicated that they planted their rice before
their maize, and a question on planting dates confinred this. On the
other hand, conversations with farrcers left researchers with the
inpression that land preParation was the principal factor limiting
an expansion of maize area.

But two carefully worded questions on

the fonnal survey showed that the majority of farrcers had their
highest labor demands at weeding ti.rre,

and that only a

small

proportion did not prepare rrore land because of labor shortage.
These results gave extra emphasis to the efort to find rrore
efficient weed control rrethcxis.

(4-5) Provide rrore precise infonnation:

Besides sinply confinning the

infonnation fran the infonnal survey, the fonnal survey can provide
rrore precise results.

This can be i.Irportant for such things as

establishing the set of farrcer practices that will be used as
non-experinental variables, or for establishing the i.Irportance of
reccmrendation danains.

In the Honduras case, the infonnal survey
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revealed a nurrber of local maize varieties grown by fanners.

The

fonnal survey established one of these as predaninant, and this was
used as the variety in the experirrents.
revealed that

SCll'e

The infonnal survey also

fa.nrers were renting land, but it was not clear

what proportion were in this position.

The sarrpling procedures of

the fonnal survey allowed researchers a better estimate.

it

As

appeared that about half of the area's fa.nrers were renters, they
were established as a seParate reC<XlllEIldation danain

(for those

research opportunities that concerned long-tenn land management).

(6)

Quantify:

For aSPeCts of the fanning system that are par:ticularly

irrportant for designing an experirrental program it is scmeti.nes
useful to have rrore detailed infonnation.

In Honduras, since weed

control had been identified as an opportunity for investigation, it
was helpful to have data on the exact timing of various practices.

(7-B)Test Hypotheses:

It is very difficult to understand relationships

and correlations with an

infonnal

survey.

The need

to

test

hypotheses arises both in understanding fa.nrers' practices and in
exploring the feasibility of possible solutions.

An

exarrple of the

forner is the question (3) related to ti.ne of labor shortage, which
helPed explain why weed control was

less than adequate.

'!\Yo

exarrples of the latter occurred in exploring the possibility of
chemical weed control.

The survey showed that the few fa.nrers who

, used paraquat did not need to do a hand weeding, which gave credence
to researchers plans to include this herbicide in their experirrents.

Concern that fa.nrers who rented sprayers might be delayed in their
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herbicide application was eleminated when it was shown that there
was no difference in tiIre of application between sprayer renters and
owners.

(9)

Items not appropriate for a fonnal survey:
provide all types of infonnation.

Fonnal surveys cannot

When researchers in Honduras

tried to get rrore precise infonnation fran fa.lllers

about the

quantities of herbicides that they applied, they found the fa.lllers
did not have exact infonnation regarding this aspect of their
practice.

Infonnation that involves rreasures unfamiliar to famers,

that challenges faxners' nerories (such as labor inputs), or that
involves

sensitive

matters

such

as

farm

incane

is

often

inawropriate for a fonnal survey.

There are many advantages to carrying out a fonnal survey.

But even

when the survey involves a small sarrple and a short questionnaire it

saretiIres involves expenses and tiIre investnent beyond the resources of
national

programs.

The

follCMing

section discusses

an

alternative

procedure that provides many of the advantages of a fonnal survey without
demanding such a high investnent.

HYBRID SURVEY CHARACl'ERISTICS (M. Yates)

"Infonnal" - no questionnaire. Mayor may not write

Set of variables -

but reduced
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Sanple - this takes tine - rough ready ways?

Flexible - open ended as well - but not too IlU1ch - too confusing

Enurrerators - should be senior scientists

Pre-set tables; analysis as you go along

Requires sane infonnal work beforehand

When do it, when not?

EXAMPLE FRCM HAITI (M. Yates)
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